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Questa Hi-Resolution Dummy Book
New discovery in an unadopted format

The sales team at The House of Questa was provided with books of dummy stamps in a style that has not
generally been adopted anywhere in the world. Your compiler calls it a concertina book, as each dummy stamp
folds down onto the face of its left-hand neighbour into a small format folded card cover. Very few examples
will have been produced and even less are likely to still be extant (three copies known, others may well exist).
The date of production is not stated on the
book, but as it was apparently produced
around the time of achieving 840 LPI
(Lines Per Inch) stamp screen resolution, it
probably dates from c1997. The success of
achieving such high quality resolution
resulted in Questa being given a Rowland
The concertina effect when book is opened.
Hill ‘Innovation in Print’ Award. *

DS1: “stripe tease”

DS5: “hi honey”

DS2: “small faces”

DS6: “scaled down”

DS3: “the wild bunch”

DS7: “heavyweight”

DS9: “head turner”. Inside front and ‘stack’ of nine stamps.
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DS4: “do you copy”

DS8: “rock star”

Outside back and front covers.

DS5:>>>

DS9:>>>

Different DDA Book Found

Respect

….not printed at The House of Questa

….or rather a lack of

This trial book is printed by Questa, right?
WRONG. This one is by Walsall, as shown on
back cover and highlighted. Not too clear on
image, but a fact. Do 2nd class WSP exist? *

The world is not perfect, but perhaps it has moved
forward more than is sometimes apparent.

“Walsall Security Printers Ltd, UK” Imprint.

Your compiler has been going through old British
philatelic magazines and came across the following inside
the 1881 The Stamp Collector’s Annual [GBR] when using
the OCR search term of “Dummy”.
Hopefully this would be deemed unacceptable today. *

<<< Sold by Grosvenor Auctions at its recent sale for around £900.

“At best their value is but dubious”
Essays and Proofs: …. “I generally get rid of them…..”

An 1876 issue of The Philatelist [GBR] contained a short piece about essays and proofs, revealing the
collector mentality of the time. It makes you wonder how many gems were destroyed in that era as being
rubbish, bearing in mind that dummy stamps would surely have been treated with the same disdain. *

Bradbury, Wilkinson “Imprimatur”
Handstamp on reverse of Specimen examples.

The August 2020 issue of Gibbons Stamp Monthly contained an
image of the reverse of a Bradbury, Wilkinson printed stamp that
bore a handstamp “B. W. ARCHIVES / IMPRIMATUR”. Your
compiler has never seen this on a stamp before and wonders if
it was officially applied or whether it is a private marking. *
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The Imprimatur
handstamp along
with a horseshoe
SPECIMEN, as
applied to a King
George V Sierra
Leone five shilling
stamp.

Feedback from DS60
A bumper response to content

A surprising number of responses were received relating to the previous issue of Dummy Stamps, for which
many thanks. A summary appears below:
Europa Design by Michael Goaman. “For the 1961 CEPT/Europa issue, every participating nation was
invited to submit a design(s) that would be used by all. Michael Goaman was invited by the Post Office to
design the British entry. It was not selected, but nevertheless he designed the UK 1961 issue based on the
winning concept.” An article illustrating other material relating to the Europa design will appear next time.
Format St Vincent Proof. “Do not dismiss this item as not coming from Format. In 1987, Format was
owned by Clive Feigenbaum, so who knows what he got up to. The liquidators found a couple of warehouses full of material, most of a highly dubious nature.”
Harrison Dummy Stamp with BBL Perfin (response 1). “This was actually from a Michelius stamp
affixer because of the distinctive alphabet (shape of letters). POKO machines had a quite different (and
collectable) alphabet. I’m afraid we (GHM: The Perfin Society) still don’t know the identity of the user or
any postmark information. We usually require a cover with stamp and user identity to allocate a firm
identity although we sometimes list a suspected ident based on distinctive postmarks or initials.
“We reckon from the stamps known that it was used c1913 so really the dummy stamp should have been
before then unless Michelius were using the affixer for demonstration purposes after. I think the perfin at
least uncommon, it is only known on the ½ d value; there could be many reasons why the affixer “fell” out
of use.
“H&S were best placed to produce rolls of dummy stamps and it was in their interest to assist makers of
affixing machines in demonstrating their products.
“As a point of interest Sloper’s neighbours, Sidney Allchin, as well as perfinning stamps, later made many
coils by slitting sheets of stamps and laboriously sticking them together to make rolls. Funny to think that
there were two firms in Hampstead, both employing women, one to perfin sheets of stamps, the other to
make stamp rolls! Although Sloper had a near-monopoly of the perfin business they still bought Allchin
back in the 1930’s!”
1973 National Exhibition of Cage Birds (response 1). “I saw and purchased from Rushstamps the 1973
National Exhibition of Cage Birds design for £2.50, but the 5p and part feathers including tail are turquoise
and the background is white.”
1973 National Exhibition of Cage Birds (response 2). “I’ve only
seen approximately six of the NECB design and this is the only white
one that I have seen.” Based on response one, above, others do clearly
exist in the white version.
The National Exhibition of Cage and Aviary Birds (to give the show its
full title) was held at London’s Alexandra Palace and over 6000 birds
of every colour and variety were entered for the exhibition.
An imperforate block of 28 (colour not mentioned in the lot description) was offered in the Robert Murray
stamp auction of 24 March 2003 and two years later (clearly unsold), where it was referred to as “a
suggested stamp design for National Exhibition of Cage Birds 1973”. It is unlikely that the design would
have been a potential Royal Mail stamp issue, as it was simply a commercial exhibition not warranting a
stamp (but 50 years on it would probably result in a counter sheet, MS, Prestige book and Smilers sheet!!)
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Further Feedback from DS60

Questa “Orange Woman” Booklet

A bumper response to content continues

A new dummy book surfaces at auction

Harrison Dummy Stamp with BBL Perfin
(response 2).
“Regarding the perforated initials on the 1916 Royal
coat of arms dummy Harrison labels, I have a stamp
in the same colour BUT it has an "M" perforated
initial (any ideas?).” *

The recent Grosvenor auction saw the sale of a
Questa stamp book containing a design of a woman
printed in orange. The cover bore an attractive “take”
on the Royal Mail logo. It sold for around £300. *

Rushstamps and Courvoisier
Sheets of labels on offer

British stamp dealer Rushstamps has been offering
complete self-adhesive sheets of the labels that it
produced back in 2018 to mark the 60th anniversary
of trading, as used during 2018 on its company
mailings to customers.
While they are of no real philatelic value to the
specialist collector, they are an attractive item as
they also helped to promote the acquisition by the
dealer of the Courvoisier Swiss printed dummy
Machin designs that lacked a face value.

The catalogue stated
that these selfadhesive dummy
stamps were
“…produced by THQ
for digital operational
approval by Royal
Mail”, the meaning of
which is unclear.

They are selling at £18 a sheet if interested. *

...and finally
I always welcome details of new dummy finds from
printers past and present, and so invite you to write via
my Guest Book at stampprinters.info/guestbook.htm,
where requests to subscribe to DS can also be made.
Business, family and other commitments to the hobby
mean that I cannot guarantee that I can rigidly stick to a
publishing programme and therefore suggest that you
visit stampprinters.info/dummystamps.htm every so
often where PDF files of this and all future and previous
issues of Dummy Stamps will be available to download
and print-off.
Thank you. *
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